
Introducing

The Top Gun - configure it anyway you like! Choose your mild steel frame in a 
variety of platter sizes, and then match it to any of our KIN indicators which 
best suit your requirements. Durable and multifunctional, these bench and 
platform scales are the preferred option for restaurant, food processing 
and industrial applications.

Advantages: 
✓	 Legal for Trade

✓	 Removable stainless steel platter (1.2 mm gauge) allows for easy cleaning

✓	 Match with the KIN 500, or the KIN1000 and KIN 2000WR indicators   

 with predefined capacity settings to eliminate installation errors

✓	 Choice of single or dual range provides you with the flexibility and accuracy  

 required to perform various tasks on one scale

✓	 Checkweighing (HI/LO/Target), secondary counting and accumulation 

 functions

Top Gun Mild Steel Frame!

When your 
scale needs to be 
water resistant

the
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It is a Government requirement  
that the scale be certified legal 
for trade when the scale is used 
to determine pricing in a trans-
action between the trader and 
the customer.

In the restaurant and food 
equipment market, scales are 
often used to ensure consisten-
cy in weight for products sold 
or used in the preparation of  
product. Losing even a ½ oz. 
on each measurement could  
dramatically increase the cost 
over time to the manufactur-
er, baker, distributor, vendor, 
restaurant, etc…

Legal for Trade scales go  through  
a thorough quality inspection, 
ensuring reliability – you are 
guaranteed a quality product 
and peace of mind.

When it comes to weighing your options, 
choose the best Top Gun configuration for  
your requirements

Scale Features:
✓	 Configure the scale your way: The mild steel frames come in 4 sizes with  

 a total of 7 capacities and graduations (view our website for mild steel models)

✓	 Removable stainless steel (1.2mm gauge) platter

✓	 Choice of single or dual range

✓	 Checkweighing (Hi/Lo/Target), Accumulation function and Secondary Counting  

 Function

✓	 Level Indicator

✓	 Adjustable anti-slip locking leveling feet

✓	 Choice of ABS or Stainless Steel indicators

✓	 Legal for Trade and NTEP

Why Legal for
Trade Scales Make 
Good Business 
Sense

Operating Temperature -10° C to 40° C / 14° F to 104 °F

Humidity Level 80% non condensing

Platter Stainless Steel

Frame Mild Steel

Click here for more details or
 visit our website at www.kilotech.com

For details concerning the platter measurements, capacities and specifications, please visit our website.


